PHCA member
Top Ten Awards
Bali (Smith)
Kamaraj Achilles Balius, FCH
7 ASFA COURSING
BEE-BO P (MARTIN-GUINN)
FC SENDJI I MILES’S BOPLICITY, SC
3 AKC COURSING
CAYMAN (KUNARD)
Multi-Group Placing, Multi-BIF, Bronze GCH DC MIA’S BAKHU
RISKY BUSINESS OF HALLAM, SC, RN, CA, FCH, HIC
2 LG RA, 9 BREED, 4 ALL BREED, 9 ASFA
DEE-DEE (WORTH)
AKC GCH DC, UKC GCH KAMARAJ BIJA AIDA, SC
9 LGRA (TIE)
DEJA (KERRIDGE)  
G CH DC NEFER-TEMU MIA SAMBA DE JANEIRO, RN, SC  
10 AKC COURSING
DINJA (BUTTERWORTH)
DC ZAFIS DINJ A, LCM3, SC
3 ASFA COURSING
ELLIOTT (NEWMAN-YOUELL)
DC HALLAM CHURUKA’S LIMITED EDITION, MC, LCX
9 LG RA (TIE)
ETHAN (CAROTA-SIPPERLY)
G.CH DC HALLAM’S ETHAN RAMEL, MC, LCX
2 ALL BREED
FLETCHER (HAIG)
GCH CH MIA-BAKHU CONSPIRACY THEORY V HALLAM, SC, CA
4 BREED (TIE), 3 ALL BREED
GABE (SEVERINO)
GCH DC HALLAM'S GYSAI GABRIEL, RE, MC, LCX2
10 ALL BREED
HATTIE (DIMOR)
KAMOSETIS HATSHEPSUT OF ABYDOS, FC H
5 ASFA (TIE)
JACK (CAROTA-SIPPERLY)
DC HALLAM’S JUSTJACK OF AROLET, SC
5 ASFA COURSING, 7 AKC COURSING
JET (KERRIDGE)
DC KR’MSUN NEFER-TEMU LONG OVERDUE, RN, SC, LCX
2 AKC COURSING
JOR DON (CAROTA-SIPPERLY)
GCH DC HALLAM'S JORDON OF AROLET, SC
5 AKC COURSING, 8 ASFA COURSING
MALIK (COOPER-CLOOTEN)
CH MACH3 C’S JAMEEL KIng RAMSES, SC, MXB, MJG, AXP, AJ P, XF
4 AGILITY
PHAEDRA (KING-GWIN)  
FC CHARMEDDOWNS BETCH I CAN, SC, RN, FC H, SG RC  
2 LGRA (TIE)
PHOENIX (GWIN)
DC CHARMEDWONS BORN TO PHLY, SC, HIC, SGRC
9 LG RA (TIE)
PHOREST (NEWMAN)
GCH DC HALLAM'S PHOREST OF BEKABY, BN, RA, MC, LCX3, CGC
2 LG RA (TIE), 4 AKC COURSING
RIH  (BUTTERWORTH)
DC  ZIFAS  RIH,  LCM2,  SC
4 ASFA COURSING
ROGUE (MARTIN-GUINN)
FC SENDJ I NEFER-TEMU HORUS'S ROGUE, SC
8 AKC COURSING
SABAH (HAMILTON)
G CH DC SIPHRA’S MISSISSIPPI QUEEN, SC
9 LGRA (TIE)
SIMBEL (AULT)
GCH CH TIARA NE-KABU ABU SIMBEL ANKH
7 BREED, 8 ALL BREED
TAWFIK (COOPER-CLOOTEN)
GCH CH FARAO ANUBIS INFERNO, SC
4 BREED (TIE), 6 ALL BREED
TITAN (HAMILTON)
XO EMPYREAN
7 LGRA
TRU (HOFFMAN)
DC NAHA GALADRIAL’S NATURAL BLONDE, RA, MC, MX, MXB, MXJ, MJ S, OF
3 AGILITY
VIOLET (CAROTA-SIPPERLY)
NCF DC HALLAM’S ESSENCE OF VIOLET, MC, LC X3
6 AKC COURSING
WAVE (KERRIDGE)
G CH DC NEFER-TEMU YOU TE CONTAR, SC
2 BREED, 7 ALL BREED
WINK (NEWMAN)
GCH DC MIA BAKHU SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY OF HALLAM, SC
9 LGRA (TIE) , 9 AKC COURSING, 8 BREED, 9 ALL BREED
XAN (SMITH)
DC KAMARAJ ACHILLES XANTHUS, LCM, SC
2 ASFA COURSING
ZULU (TETREAULT)
GCH DC SENBI’S CAN’T TOUCH THIS
10 BREED
PHCA MEMBER #1 OWNER/HANDLER
MAURA MC INTOSH
#1 BREED
ETHAN (CAROTA-SIPPERLY)
GCH DC HALLAM’S ETHAN RAMEL, MC, LCX
#1 AKC COURSING
KAI (CAROTA-SIPPERLY)
NFC DC FARAO ANUBIS IMPERATOR SC, LCX
#1 AKC Agility Trip (HOFFMAN)

TC MAC H2 BELTARA’S GALADRIAL TIME TRAVELER, FCH, CDX, GN, RE, MC, MXS, MJ C, OF, T2B
#1 NOTRA PHCA Member

SABAH (HAMILTON)

GCH DC SIPHRA’S MISSISSIPPI QUEEN, SC
#1 ASFA COURSING

**J’BAJA**  (BUTTERWORTH)

FC HALLAM’S ZAFIS J’BAJA OF AROLET, FC H, SC
A few special awards
THANK YOU

MERIDITH WILLE

For all your hard work leading the coordination of the 2013 PHCA National Specialty.
THANK YOU

JODI LEWIS

For all your hard work and donations of quilts to support Pharaoh Hound versatility and rescue efforts.
TOMMY AND MARGARET

FROM RESCUE ID, NOT BEING ABLE TO LEAVE HIM BEHIND, HANDSOME AND TRAINED, YOUR COMPANION, TO HONORARY PHARAOH IN OUR EYES.
PHCA AWARDS
Celebrating our breed versatility
DEE DEE
AKC GCH DC, UKC GCH KAMARAJ BIJA AIDA, SC
Owners: Margaret Worth and Marilyn Smith
DUEL TITLEST  
CH BIJA YOU CAN CALL ME RAY, BN, RN  
Owners: Margaret Worth and Sami Hirko
DUEL TITLEST

CH SZKIELETO R RAMSES OF INFINITA, RN

Owners: Margaret Worth and Sami Hirko
DUEL TITLES

TRITON

Multi-BIF DC BIJ A KAMARAJ TRITON OF GALADRIAL, SC, BN

Owners: Sheila Hoffman & Margaret Worth
DUEL TITLES

CH CHARMEDWON'S HEART OF FREEDOM, RN

Owners: Annie M. Hammer & Julie Gwin
DUEL TITLEST
DC NEFER-TEMU SAMBA SABIA, SC, RN
Owners: Tabitha Perry, Emily Kerridge & Alex Boxall
DUEL TITLEST  KAI
NFC DC FARAO ANUBIS IMPERATOR, SC, LCX
Owners: Stephen Sipperly & Dominic Carota
DC HALLAM’S JUST JACK OF AROLET, SC
Owners: Stephen Sipperly & Dominic Carota
DUEL TTILEST
JORDON
GCH DC HALLAM’S JORDON OF AROLET, SC
Owners: Stephen Sipperly & Dominic Carota
DUEL TITLES

BADAWIA

DC FARAO ANUBIS IFRIT, SC

Owners: Debbie Cooper & Barth Clooten
DUEL TITLEST

KHUDI

DC J O'MARA'S KHAMUDI TABA SAMU, SC

Owners: Marie & Joe Henke
DUEL TITLEST  
UBER  
DC XO UBER ALLES, SC  
Owner: Bekki Pina
DUEL TITLEST

LALA
DC XO ULALA, SC
Owner: Bekki Pina
VERSATILITY

IBI

BIF DC KAMARAJ ACHELLES IBI, SC

Owners: Robin Phinney & George Bednar
VERSATILITY

TRITON

Multi-BIF DC BIJ A KAMARAJ TRITON OF GALADRIAL, SC, BN

Owners: Sheila Hoffman & Margaret Worth
VERSATILITY

CAIRO

DC CHURUKA MIA PURPL ROSE OF CAIRO, SC, RN, CGC

Owners: Sara Ellis & Linda Witt & Pam Haig
VERSATILITY
RORY
Multi-Group Winning & Placing,
BISS, GCH DC GALADRIAL’S AURORA RED DU CIEL, SC, BN, RA,
CS, JHD, ITD, RATI, CGC
Owners: Shawna Swanson & Sheila Hoffman
VERSATILITY

DC NEFER-TEMU SAMBA SABIA, SC, RN

Owners: Tabitha Perry, Emily Kerridge & Alex Boxall
VERSATILITY EXCELLENT
Multi-Group Placing, Multi-BIF DC BIJ A KAMARAJ TRITON
OF GALADRIAL, SC, BN

Owners: Sheila Hoffman & Margaret Worth
VERSATILITY EXCELLENT  
KABA  Multi-BIF DC NAHA
ATOMIC BLOND REVIVAL, SC, MC, RN, CA, OAP, AJ P, NFP, 
CGC, HIC, LCM  Owners: Darci & Matt Kunard & Carmen Davis

© Bill Gronek
VERSATILITY EXCELLENT

CAYMAN
Multi-Group Placing,
Multi-BIF, Bronze GCH DC MIA’S BAKHU RISKY BUSINESS OF
HALLAM, SC, RN, CA, FCH, HIC

Owners: Darci & Matt Kunard
VERSATILITY EXCELLENT  ROY  Multi-Group Winning & Placing, BISS, GCH DC GALADRIAL’S AURORA RED DU CIEL, SC, BN, RA, CS, JHD, ITD, RATI, CGC  Owners: Shawna Swanson & Sheila Hoffman
REGISTER OF MERIT - DAM

MELODY

Multi BISS CH Mia-Churuka Unchained Melody SC FCh

 Owners: Linda & Greg Witt & Pam Haig
REGISTER OF MERIT – SIRE **HARRY** Multi BISS Multi BIF
AM/CAN/Mex/International/States/World/All Rasse Groupe
CH/DC Kamaraj Bija Ka-Harakhty CD RE SC CGC HIT HIC
Owners: Margaret Worth & Marilyn Smith
CONGRADULATIONS
TO ALL OUR WONDERFUL PHARAOH HOUNDS